




Giant

  A twinkling blanket lay below him and

Above as he looked out from the hillside.

He moved toward the silhouette city

And wondered how he’d got to this dark and 

silent place. A mist girdled all around

and went creeping through the roads, clasping tight

the streetlamps light and shortening his sight,

he stepped across the threshold into the

puzzling place and trod light with ducklings feet

when they lift off  from the pond, as the mist

closed tight behind, almost like a locking

door.

          The town was empty, void of  people

Eerily still as prayer. He sucked in deep

Lungfuls of  the noiseless, foggy air that

Sifted slowly ‘round him as footsteps

Clapped on the tarmac road and clattered down

The street. Long he walked through labyrinthine paths

Looking for a sign of  people present

Or people past, passing through this way but

None he found, no paltry clue to tell him

Where he was; no bins bursting full, no cars

Lined up along the street, no bedroom light

Shining from a window no tell-tale wash

Of  tyre noise to lead him to escape

Just the street lamps in single fi le like twine

Through to a Minotaur or whatever

Lay ahead. Apprehension took the place

Of  annoyance and curiosity

As the deeper in he journeyed the less

There was to see, just terraced houses, blank

And unwelcoming all empty, bereft of  life.

No evidence of  tragedy was

Scattered all about, no blast site, crater

Or lowly crack or dint for him to fi nd

To tell him what befell the populace
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And he soon began to wonder if  he

Had not simply stumbled into hell.

             Death

Was not present though could be felt at hand

So stranger yet was the absence of  souls

From this place if  no ill fate had found them

His pensive trudge became a fearful run

Trying to escape from this awful place

He found himself, held like a moth between

Two cupped hands, so he ran and ran till he

Could see the houses thinning out like long

Grass at the edge of  a fi eld but they stayed

Densely packed as more grew out from the fog.

He only stopped when he heard a scuttling

Sound up ahead, low at fi rst but slowly

Grew to a rolling shower of  tiny

Claws as thousands of  rats poured out the fog,

Tumbling forward in a wave, spilled water

Widening out till they reached his mortifi ed

Feet. In moments they were gone just the low 

rattle of  vermin’s toes as they swept off  

into fog, he looked ahead to where

the fl eeing rodents had run from in such

numbers. The answer, he felt, not a choice

of  direction, an inexorable

pull and the only way out of  this town

so he pushed aside the fog with intent

steps and bore down upon his objective.

  He stopped again only when he found a

Door to a house swinging slightly ajar

Intrigued as he was to fi nd another

Soul still living in this place, he crept in

To see what clues a homestead could afford.

A blue light fl ickered all about the room

Humming at a high pitch, splashing shadows

Like paint across the walls, the TV set

Silently fi zzed grey lines across its face

As he looked about for any signs of

A viewer but nothing ever had been
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There, instead a pile of  clothes discarded

On the fl oor, not ripped or torn or poorly

Thrown, merely carelessly tossed to the ground

By a tired girl who simply needed sleep.

He knelt beside and then fi ngered through the

Alien debris, as misplaced as he

But seemed quite happy there, he took a breath

Of  underwear that caused a deep down pulse

A memory he couldn’t hear but felt

A fl utter nonetheless. It discarded,

He rose and left the house echoing with

Lost thoughts as intangible as the fog

And stepped back onto the silent road much

More worried than before, this place it seemed

To know him and show him things it saw

That maybe he had not noticed or he

Simply just ignored in a daily life.

As he walked he passed a sign in neon

Letters saying ‘it doesn’t get any

Better than this!’ spoken with a smiling

Face, surrounded by all of  the wonders

For that which this great product was renowned.

Fear was frothing up inside him lending

His stride a swifter march, falling forward

To whatever end or a quick escape

May lie ahead or lie in wait or lie

With every word it spake.

         Hours passed, lost

In empty walking and reminding thought

Of  where he was from or where he had gone

But no inspiration had come, instead

He found himself  staring at a green car

With another beckoning, open door. 

He clambered inside and sat down on worn

Leather seats frayed and pock-marked, yellow foam

Poking out, it smelled of  dead cigarettes 

And creaked on rusted suspension springs, he

Looked through the windscreen and remembered

Beating drops of  rain smearing the moving
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Canvas behind as the thrum of  motion

Lulled him to sleep. The jar of  shattering

Glass slapped him from his reverie, bullets

Cascading around him hammering the

Metal like hail stones, he threw himself  down 

Into the well for feet cluttered with age

Old rubbish, dry mud and gravel from shoes

He had seen in hallways as glass sparkled

Around, rapped on his back and the car seemed

To buckle under ferocious hate

Rattling its teeth against the vehicle.

As suddenly as it came, it went dead

He rolled from the car dragging twinkling stars

With him, he rose looking for assailants

Armed for blood but saw no smoking gun nor

A fl utter of  fl eeing footsteps running

For their life, no scream, no shout, nothing he

Could see to prove the attack but for the

Swiss cheese car. Shaken and afraid the man

Ran on as another tapping began

This one bounced however, bobbed and pattered

As the rain began to shimmer down in

Veils below the street lights glow. And he ran.

Ran with feet fearful of  what lay ahead

Not least what lay behind, he ran from

A thought he could not conjure and a dream

He dared not speak, he ran deeper inside

This creature built only for him, torture 

Specifi c to his own identity

Whatever that was. He now knew only

The town and could recall nothing else but

Wished he could feel nought but the needling rain

Sluicing down his face as a foaming hot

Emotion began to erupt dragging

With it detritus from his core, exposed

The watching emptiness, judging silence.

He ran till he could run no more, he knew

Not how long that was; Hours? Maybe days?

But still it was dark, there was mist and the
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Town stood still as if  waiting, whereupon

He fell to his knees and wept.

    A white pulse

Began deep within the mist that stemmed his

Tears and drew his self  focussed attention

With the pulse came an off-kilter rhythm

A song that hummed an ethereal drone

Standing, he moved toward it, realising

He stood on a familiar road obscured

With fog he moved to the throbbing light and

Dragging, broken beat that seemed to come from

An upper window. He reached the houses

Gate and stared up at the hypnotising

Light, he moved inside the open house, with

Every scent, sight and sound a familiar

Ringing bell, slowly he mounted the stairs

The pulse shaking every wall and making

His passion rise, childhood swam in his heart 

And faces drifted in his eyes, losing

Sight of  what he’d seen, he felt the town wrap

Around him with a widening wave of

Rats, a fl ickering blue note, clothes aside

A hail of  memories in a car, in

The rain, running as a child from the sound

Of  that haunting phrase he now knew brought him

Inexorably to that bedroom door.

The light and music beat out from behind

The portal but he knew what lay beyond.

He lay a wary hand and pushed upon

The door and looked inside at the horror

That lay within.

     This a fractured mind saw…

He sat and watched the tumbling gore widen 

Through the sheets and looked at the mosaic of

Clothes lying at his feet, across the wall

Stretched his fl ickering shadow, wrapped in blue

Light, spinning around the room. A ringing

In his ears still throbbed, muffl ing the footsteps
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Rushing to take him away as he looked

At the lead riddled wall with sparkling glass

Stars littering the covers of  the bed.

Below the tinnitus caused by the shots

A song sang in his head, simple refrain;

‘It doesn’t get any better than this’.

And it wouldn’t. He had met perfection

Shook its hand and knew they would have to part

The Yin and Yang of  it all, perfection

To be must be imperfect, free and for

Perfection to last would die in a grasp

So ending it then though torture it was

Had surely curtailed a slow dying death.

As he was hauled from this temple, this tomb,

He looked down from above at the twinkling stars

Like a Giant above a town fi lled with scars.

END
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It had only one option;

    Kill the Muse.

Let that tune sing in him no more. No more

Songs, no more tales, no more spark for creation

Let it die so this cursed itch might stop

This raging engine and boiling furnace

That pushed him on needed to make the fresh

And new. End it. Stop it now, close the door

On sanities keen and stinging edge

And shelter inside the darkened tragic

Place where there are no mirrors and places

Aplenty to hide.

     The creature reached out…

  The man sat on the edge of his bed. Eyes

On the sheets which sagged with crimson tendrils

That stretched out toward him like the fi ngers

Of the woman lain across the same bed,

Milky eyes wide in shock with paling skin

That refl ected the moon above, outside.

Peter Pan’s shadow scuttled in circles

Around the room as spiralling blue light

Hovered outside but he had not noticed

And did not care. The song had stopped. Silence

Reigned when slowly he heard a distant scream

Like one heard through a pane of glass, until

He realised from his mouth it came and it

Broke into a laugh, high and mad without

Anchor, drifting away, his muscles loose

Shaking him till he collapsed in the gore

That blossomed from the bud in its death bed.

He did not notice the men approach him

Grab him, bind him, as a pall was falling 

That numbed him, head to foot, as the blooming

Rose, so sweet, graced him with one last, passing

Note. As comforting darkness began to creep

He felt the Giant inside lie down to sleep.

END
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Now quiet as a tomb, hollow with death.

  It sniffed at the air and caught the copper

Stab and iron scrape that felt familiar

But not welcome at all, bounding toward

The source of its reason for being there

In its nightmare of corporeality

The vibrating matter, creating the

Bonds that bound it together yet pushed it

Apart, the stars in the heavens, the Swifts

That dart round its head, shaking and thrumming

All within algorithms, all in one song.

It pounded through this rattling substance

To its shining centre where the muse sang.

  The beautiful and dazzling white light

Outshone the moon, the song out sang the drone 

of the earth, the trill of the swifts, choired

With Angels, yet sang of nothing to him.

These heavenly rays shone around striking

Shafts about the groaning girdered city,

Like piercing darts, hard as nails, hammer dealt

To fi ll in the ugly crags of his form,

Burning refl ection into its mind, glass

Burnished steel showed in stark relief, anger

Marbled brows, hatred darkened eyes and fear.

A fear it could not contain refl ected

All around, a hall of mirrors revealing

All the sorrows, all the tears, all the loss

That it had boiled in, centuries of sleep

Revealed in an instant, showered in light.

It could not escape this solid prison,

This body housing a venomous ball

Seeping, like waste, to poison the rivers

Of its blood, withering and corrupting

Leeching and distorting its ancient form.

It wanted sleep, to simply rest away

Eternity in the purgatory

Of its own fevered unconscious, formless

But the song kept it living, running, not

Lost in the blissful warm mourning of dreams
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The song swirled in a drone, humming gently

Around its head, crowned by whisping grey clouds

It cannoned up the hill and swept along

Its spine, the misting world sprawled beneath it

As the breeze whistled around it joining

The song and the Housemartin’s ring that still

Reverberated in its mammoth ears…

It remembered a cry and mothering coo

It saw a savage blow landed through lust

It felt the sting of rivers from its lakes

It heard another song played soft and slow

And smelled the warming pang of broken fasts

But tasted the iron scrape of hot blood

Straining from broken skin, sluicing through teeth

It held a soothing arm around it chest

And swayed with the beating of its pulse

It listened to the screaming and then ran

From all this dreaming it has drowned in

Awakened to a cold and lonely world.

So hard its skin now that no raining fi st

Would harm it, yet pain it felt from this song

Urging it forward, it knew not where to,

It roared through the valley with life needling

Its mind, made solid and living where once

It was lost in a pool of passionate rage

Encased in a womb blood red and of hate

It had gone from pure thought, drifting in sleep

To the substantial and solid, heavy

As despair.

       It stood in a ruin of

Steel, glinting back the indifferent moon above

A factory of no purpose or mem’ry

Its own. The thing stretched, stroked the cold metal

Whose solidity cut it like a barb

It snapped back its limb and ventured further

As the song was strongest among the

Humming girders. The dead industry that

Sired this temple sang its own hymn to

Its own dead puppets that ran to its call
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Why it slept or why now it woke to rage

Into the west, just a will that sang inside

That brought a light to the night, dark and full

And to its dead, enchanted sleep that brought

With it not dreams but a swathe of horror

No nightmare dared touch, a hell ever ripe

With no succour or rescue, just drowning

In desolation so deep, the pressure

Mutating the mind and adapting the

Exterior till it matched the monster

In every which way. Its body rotted

Much slower than its soul, the quick venom

Of hatred more ancient than old, sharper

Than blades, more heavy than stone and darkened

With chaos, having fermented in blood.

Wrapped in a coil that’s not mortal nor hard

A far darker prison to escape from

Unharmed after millennia waiting

Through ages of ice, lifetimes of fi ssion

Lain stewing in fi elds of dying and loss.

  It opened its eyes, everything coated

Now in red, the sky lowering in crimson

The earth rolling in scarlet, the thing it

Had bred in sleep now swam in its vision,

Painting it; Death.

        The thudding sprint of it

Dissolved into the countryside, shaded

In night, dusted with silver. No village

It passed, no other thing it saw that would

Halt it in its quest, whatever that was,

The inexorable pull dragging it on

Its goal only ahead, all else was lost

In the vermillion sight as the leaves

Whipped at its thighs, unheeded. As it ran

It searched for the song and memory

That drove it, why it ran with such fever

With such hate, the world below with petty

Causes and hollow ways held no interest

So why did it charge? Who gave the command?
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Wish and thought return and with them, purpose.

  The movement began deep within the earth

Its sleeping, prone form part of the landscape

Its movements now part of the elements

Until its husk, rich with dirt and plant life

That showered down upon the forest fl oor,

Ripped itself loose of its bracken brown bed

Where it stood an anomalous lone pine

High above the rest. Ponderously it

Staggered, gravity wrapping around the

Unfamiliar hulk like a newborn child, 

Twilight wiping the craggy, ugly face

With its watery blue silken hands. Roots

And earthen tendrils hung from it like hairs

Shaking grit and loose soil into the mist 

of dust swirling below, making the trees

hiss. Footsteps like hammer blows sent tremors

crashing through the ground, until he stood still

and let night parachute down, a blue sheet.

It looked out to the vista around it

Rolling hills bobbled by forests and fi elds

Patching the land, silver as steel, the moon

And stars proving their sheen chimed with the Muse 

and her song in its brain; Flooded with rage

Unbidden yet bold, the engine started

And it bowed forward a tower on the 

brink of collapse, snapping out a redwood

of a leg, hoving a footprint furrow

into the ground followed by the other

made it tumbling into step, its weight its

motion, shouting earthquakes from its feet.

             Death

Hung heavy in its hollow chest, no heart,

The bleak echoing ring of solitude

Filling it up with nothing, no loving

Thing for it to call upon, to guide it.

Its rotting stone skin did not fl ush with joy

As it plunged into the night, memory

Did not serve it, least not well, to tell it
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Giant

  In the skies twilight cold blue lustre,

Below the fi ne bone fi ngers of the trees 

dancing like shadow puppets in silhouette

against its toned panel, Housemartin’s scream

home to roost, with swifts darting in evening

air. Their song mingles with a rumble deep

inside the earth, it sings, heavenly muse,

harmony hums in the world above it

and fi nds the ear that long since stopped to hear.

Sing louder muse, wake the doe-eyed mountain

silent and sleeping deep within the ground.

  Below the swaying canopy fi ngers

The light throbs, fl ickers, like a projector

Showing brooding shadows, passing pictures,

Curtains of dust like grain in the fi lm, catch

Light, poking needles to the mossy ground.

All is dark down here, all is silent but

For the distant Martin’s squeal and wind’s sigh.

In this dark and musty place something wakes.

It draws breath pulling branches above

To it, the fi lm grain mottling the scene

Like Super 8 toward the gaping holes.

The earth and soil rises with a crack

As roots are severed, boulders manoeuvred

And turf cracked wide to accommodate lungs

That push nature high. The roar of a gale

Bends back the trees and lowers the heaving 

mound as the grind and roll of stone on stone

Peels about the evening air, revealing

Two wide and darkened pools of deepest black

That stare at the dancing ceiling above.

The fi rst of the night’s stars turns on its light

That shimmers its refl ection in these lakes

An ignition that lights a fi re inside

The waking mind that is stoked into a

Furnace that would drive a locomotive.
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